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The definitive handbook to the island with in-depth coverage of Mao, Ciutadella
and all the sights, from megalithic monuments to fine old country mansions.
Includes up-to-the-minute recommendations of the best places to eat, drink and
stay, in all price ranges, and practical tips on the island's favourite walking routes,
plus the pick of the beaches.
The Rough Guide to Reggae is the only book of its kind available. The first two
editions of the Rough Guide to Reggae were the top-selling books on the subject,
and widely acclaimed by the music press and fans alike. Illustrated throughout
with over 400 pictures, many of them exclusive photos, the book also features
exclusive interviews with reggae s top stars, and reviews over 500 albums. 2003
and 2004 have been the most successful years for reggae music on a global
scale since the heyday of Bob Marley, with singers such as Sean Paul and
Wayne Wonder regularly topping the UK and US pop charts. The new third
edition of Rough Guide to Reggae is fully updated to cover this latest wave of
Jamaican musicians, while not stinting on newly discovered recordings and
reissues of classic albums of the past.
Gathers unusual and little-known facts about rock and roll performers, groups,
recordings, and history
The brand-new Rough Guide to The Loire is the essential guide to one of
France''s most popular regions. A World Heritage Site, The Loire is famed for its
soft, fertile countryside and a marvellous parade of chÃ¢teaux. The main section
of the guide has informed accounts of every attraction from the fascinating
troglodyte dwellings carved out of rock-faces around Saumur to the compelling
gardens at Villandry. The listings tell you where to find the best wines, the tastiest
goat''s cheese and the most interesting places to stay. There are maps and plans
throughout and a full-colour introductory section listing the author''s favourite
''things not to miss''. In the contexts section there is detailed background on the
region''s culture, cuisine, wine, festivals and history.
Lists and describes one hundred of the best reggae compact discs, from Bob
Marley and the Wailers' "Songs of Freedom" to the Skatalites' "Foundation Ska"
The Rough Guide to Climate Change gives the complete picture of the single
biggest issue facing the planet. Cutting a swathe through scientific research and
political debate, this completely updated 3rd edition lays out the facts and
assesses the options-global and personal-for dealing with the threat of a warming
world. The guide looks at the evolution of our atmosphere over the last 4.5 billion
years and what computer simulations of climate change reveal about our past,
present and future. This updated edition includes scientific findings that have
emerged since the 2007 report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), as well as background on recent controversies and an updated
politics section that reflects post-Copenhagen developments. Discover how rising
temperatures and sea levels, plus changes to extreme weather patterns, are
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already affecting life around the world. The Rough Guide to Climate Change
unravels how governments, scientists and engineers plan to tackle the problem
and includes information on what you can do to help.
From cosmopolitan Paris to the sunny Cote d'Azur, from historical Normandy to
the rocky Pyrenes, this new edition updates the best of towns, attractions, and
landscapes of every region. 100 maps. of color photos.
Reggae music has fans worldwide and millions of records have been sold.
However, many reggae singers and musicians remain relatively unknown. Very
few have achieved either the fame or financial rewards that their talent deserved.
This book looks at the history of reggae and at many of the artists involved in
creating this music.
Traces the growth of country music as an industry, and includes biographies of
hundreds of performers, album reviews, and background stories of songs.
Reggae is arguably one of the most influential music genres, with countless
contemporary styles drawing on its rhythm. In this text, David Katz interviews
over 100 of reggae's most important figures to speak of their roles in the music
progression and discuss the music's wider impact.
Provides travel tips, recommended accommodations and restaurants, and
background on New Zealand's culture and history.
The team of writer Chris Salewicz and photographer Adrian Boot have brought
together 50,000 words of text and over 400 images from the ReggaeXplosion
Archive to create a history that contains a potent cocktail of drama, turbulence,
pride and protest. From the earliest emergence in the 1950s of the fiercely
competitive sound systems, fighting sonic battles in downtown Kingston, the story
of Jamaican music is traced through ska, the birth of reggae, dub, roots reggae
and the impact of Bob Marley to the new, harder-edged developments that have
emerged in the last twenty years, including dancehall, ragga and jungle.
Unpublished transcripts of interviews with key figures like Lee 'Scratch' Perry and
Prince Buster introduce the authentic voices of reggae history to the book - which
blends researched facts, graphics and rare images to create not only a sense of
the pulse of the music, but also the contrasts of poverty, humour, desperation
and joie de vivre that typify both the island of Jamaica and its music.
This guide covers everything, from Wales' pumping nightlife and rural
cosmopolitanism to its crags and castles. Critical reviews are given on
accommodation and restaurants suiting all pockets, from budget to luxury. There
are detailed descriptions of numerous walks, from gentle lakeside strolls to
serious mountain scrambles, and water sports, including surfing and the locally
pioneered sport of coasteering.
This history of reggae music covers from the Jamaican R and B and Calypso of
the post-war years, to the surge of interest in the 1990s. As well as tracing the
musical history, this book explains the historical and social background which are
crucial to the understanding of its development. There are four main centres, in
chronological order - Jamaica, London, New York and Toronto.
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THE ROUGH GUIDE TO PRAGUE is the insider's handbook to the Czech
capital. Features include: Entertaining accounts of all the sights, from the vast
castle complex to the modern art museum - plus excursions outside the city.
Extensive listings of the best places to stay, eat and drink, and the last word on
the city's nightlife. Incisive background on Prague's culture and history, ranging
from new wave cinema to the story of the Velvet Revolution. Full-colour map
section plus 20 other maps and plans.
Fully updated, this irreverent guide to the City of Angels focuses on both the
major tourist destinations as well as lesser-known gems and curiosities. A colour
photograph section brings the city's highlights to life, from the Hollywood Hills to
Santa Monica Boulevard. Each chapter gives detailed coverage of each area's
attractions, from accommodation and restaurants to galleries, shops, sports
activities and child-oriented diversions. There are also feature articles on such
subjects as Hollywood, LA on film, architecture and LA people.
"This book is a message from autistic people to their parents, friends, teachers,
coworkers and doctors showing what life is like on the spectrum. It's also my love
letter to autistic people. For too long, we have been forced to navigate a world
where all the road signs are written in another language." With a reporter's eye
and an insider's perspective, Eric Garcia shows what it's like to be autistic across
America. Garcia began writing about autism because he was frustrated by the
media's coverage of it; the myths that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the
narrow portrayals of autistic people as white men working in Silicon Valley. His
own life as an autistic person didn't look anything like that. He is Latino, a
graduate of the University of North Carolina, and works as a journalist covering
politics in Washington D.C. Garcia realized he needed to put into writing what so
many autistic people have been saying for years; autism is a part of their identity,
they don't need to be fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses his own life as a
springboard to discuss the social and policy gaps that exist in supporting those
on the spectrum. From education to healthcare, he explores how autistic people
wrestle with systems that were not built with them in mind. At the same time, he
shares the experiences of all types of autistic people, from those with higher
support needs, to autistic people of color, to those in the LGBTQ community. In
doing so, Garcia gives his community a platform to articulate their own needs,
rather than having others speak for them, which has been the standard for far too
long.
The Rough Guide to Classical Music is the ideal handbook, spanning a thousand
years of music from Gregorian chant via Bach and Beethoven to contemporaries
such as Thomas Adès and Kaija Saariaho. Both a CD buyer's guide and a who's
who, the guide includes concise biographical profiles of more than 200
composers and informative summaries of the major compositions in all genres,
from chamber works to operatic epics. For novices and experts alike, the fully
updated fifth edition features contemporary composer Helmut Lachenmann and
Widor, the 19th century organ composer of 'Toccata' wedding fame, as well as
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dozens more works added for existing composers. You'll find an new 'Top 10's'
section with accessible introductory listings including the Top 10 operas and the
Top 10 symphonies plus new essay boxes on topics such as "Baroque - a style
or a period?" and "The clarinet comes of age". The Rough Guide to Classical
Music features fresh and incisive reviews of hundreds of CDs, selecting the very
best of the latest recordings and reissues as well as more than 150 illustrations of
composers and performers, including a rare archive of photos.
This guide features a full listing of Amsterdam's bars, brown cafes, restaurants
and nightclubs, as well as accommodation to suit any traveller. There are
accounts giving insight into well-known sights such as Anne Frank's house and
lesser-known attractions, from Indonesian restaurants to Art-Deco hotels. There
are critical listings on the best places to stay, from hostels, to houseboats to
upmarket hotels. The final section of the guide includes articles on Amsterdam's
history, arts and literature.
This third edition of the Rough Guide to Moscow is the definitive guide to
Russia's dynamic capital. Features include extensive coverage of all the sights
from the Red Square to the historic towns of Vladimir and Suzdal. There are
insider reviews of the best places to stay, eat, drink and go clubbing, as well as
the low-down on the arts and children's Moscow. Contemporary culture and
politics are examined, with insights into the people who have shaped this city's
tumulthous history.
This work aims to offer in a single volume, a comprehensive guide to healthy
travel. The first section offers useful pre-travel information on such topics as
inoculations and a suggested medical kit. There is also a section aimed at
travellers with special needs, including the female, pregnant or diabetic traveller.
There is an A to Z of diseases and health risks, detailing symptoms and
treatments, a section on which health risks are most common in each part of the
globe and how best to prepare for them, and a directory of health contacts worldwide, including the latest online services.
The Rough Guide to Syria is the essential guide to this compact but culturally rich
Middle Eastern country. Features include: Thorough accounts of all the
monuments, from the ancient remains at Palmyra and Ugarit to stately mosques
and hilltop crusader castles. Practical advice on shopping in the souks of
Damascus and Aleppo and exploring the desert plains. Informed guidance on
how to travel independently, and where to eat and sleep, in every price range.
Detailed background on the country's history, culture, architecture and politics.
For as long as people have been migrating to London, so has their music. An
essential link to home, music also has the power to shape communities in
surprising ways. Black music has been part of London's landscape since the First
World War, when the Southern Syncopated Orchestra brought jazz to the capital.
Following the wave of Commonwealth immigration, its sounds and styles took up
residence to become the foundation of the city's youth culture. Sounds Like
London tells the story of the music and the larger-than-life characters making it,
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journeying from Soho jazz clubs to Brixton blues parties to King's Cross
warehouse raves to the streets of Notting Hill - and onto sound systems
everywhere. As well as a journey through the musical history of London, Sounds
Like London is about the shaping of a city, and in turn the whole nation, through
music. Contributors include Eddy Grant, Osibisa, Russell Henderson, Dizzee
Rascal and Trevor Nelson, with an introduction by Soul2Soul's Jazzie B.
Cuba is home to some of the world's most vibrant popular music in the world,
from son and rumba to salsa and chachacha. The Rough Guide to Cuban Music
introduces the full range of Cuba's varied musical traditions and tells the story of
their greatest performers, legends like Beny More, Celina Gonzalea alongside
more recent stars such as Carlos Varela. Includes features on the origins and
development of the various musical genres, a biographical directory of over 100
key artists, with dozens of photographs. Also draws up some critical
discographies, recommending the pick of each artist's output.
Have you ever wondered what Charles Darwin would have had on his iPod? Or exactly
how Cartman from South Park fits into the Theory of Evolution? The Rough Guide to
Evolution delves into all of this and more, from the life and works of the eminent
scientist to the impact of evolutionary thinking on modern times. Read about the
evolutionary history of life on Earth, the stark evidence for evolution - including
feathered dinosaurs - and how Darwin's breakthrough is still denied by creationists,
who have repeatedly tried to ban evolution from the classroom. Providing a complete
and authoritative overview of one of the most controversial topics of our age, the guide
is an accessible one-stop-shop for all things Darwinian, while listing resources for those
keen to dig deeper into our murky beginnings. Find out exactly how Charles Darwin and
The Origin of Species have affected human life in the 150 years since its publication everything from Darwinian tourism to the evolution of The Simpsons - as well as some
new angles that make The Rough Guide to Evolution a must-have for die-hard Darwin
fans. Rediscover Darwin's earth-shattering explanation for the diversity of life with The
Rough Guide to Evolution.
The Rough Guide to Tuscany and Umbria is the ultimate handbook to one of Italy's
most spectacular and culturally rich regions. Features include: bull; Full-colour section
introducing the region's highlights. bull; Detailed accounts of every sight, from the
monuments of Florence, Siena and Assisi to ancient Etruscan ruins. bull; In-the-know
reviews of the best places to eat, drink and stay, at all prices. bull; Practical tips on a
host of activities, from attending the Spoleto Festival to walking in the Monti Sibillini.
bull; Revealing background on a huge range of topics, including St Francis, the Pazzi
Conspiracy and Umbrian truffles. bull; Maps and plans for every region.
The definitive handbook to one of the most spectacular Greek Islands. In-depth
coverage of the great palace of Knossos and dozens of other Minoan, Greek, Roman,
Byzantine and Venetian sights. Detailed accounts of the pick of the island's walks including the Samarian and Imbros gorges - and the low-down on the finest unspoilt
beaches. Insider's reviews of the best places to eat, drink and sleep, from seaside
resorts to remote mountain villages. Perceptive background features including history,
archeology, wildlife, food and drink. The Times - Excellent and characterfully written
"Covers the entire span of recorded music in Jamaica -- from 1950s mento and R & B
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through to dancehall and ragga. The chapters chart the music's evolution, including
ska, rocksteady, roots, dub, toasting, and lover's rock, as well as reggae's offshoots in
Britain, the US, and Africa ... Throughout, there are interviews and features on the
major artists, and reviews of the best discs -- both on CD and vinyl."--Page 4 of cover.
From diving in the Virgin Islands to Trinidad’s Carnival celebrations, The Rough Guide
to the Caribbean explores all the best to see and do in this exotic region. Discover lively
capital cities, colonial towns and remote, unspoiled beaches with the essential
travellers’ companion. Featuring detailed historical and practical information on the
entire region, the guide also has a full-colour introduction with stunning photography,
plus over 100 detailed maps covering over 50 islands! There are hundreds of
accommodation and restaurant reviews, as well as practical information for countless
adventures sports, from scuba-diving off the Cayman Islands to hiking in Trinidad.
Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to the Caribbean.
This guide to Venice gives background information on everything from the city's great
monuments to the latest plans for its future. There is advice on where to stay and eat,
as well as coverage of the city's art, history and culture.
This distinctive city guide swells with incisive listings to the best and best-value Vienna
offerings in hotels, restaurants, and night life, as well as the city's famous cafes.
Information on Vienna's spectacular sights and day trips both inside and outside the city
is featured. 30 maps and plans. of color maps.
The ultimate pocket guide to this dynamic city, the Rough Guide to Tokyo provides
informed accounts of every attraction from the the futuristic Odaiba to the temple town
of Asakusa. Also included is up-to-date advice on where to stay, eat, shop and go out.
Information on excursions to Mount Fuji, Yokohama's Chinatown and the dazzling
shrines of Nikko is also provided. This edition contains full coverage of the grounds and
their surrounding areas of all the venues of the 2002 World Cup.
Lists reports dealing with popular music resources as classroom teaching materials, and will
stimulate further thought among students and teachers.
The Great Escape for the Great War: the astonishing true story of two World War I prisoners
who pulled off one of the most ingenious escapes of all time. “Fox unspools Jones and Hill’s
delightfully elaborate scheme in nail-biting episodes that advance like a narrative Rube
Goldberg machine.”—The New York Times Book Review Imprisoned in a remote Turkish POW
camp during World War I, having survived a two-month forced march and a terrifying shootout
in the desert, two British officers, Harry Jones and Cedric Hill, join forces to bamboozle their
iron-fisted captors. To stave off despair and boredom, Jones takes a handmade Ouija board
and fakes elaborate séances for his fellow prisoners. Word gets around, and one day an
Ottoman official approaches Jones with a query: Could Jones contact the spirit world to find a
vast treasure rumored to be buried nearby? Jones, a trained lawyer, and Hill, a brilliant
magician, use the Ouija board—and their keen understanding of the psychology of deception—to
build a trap for their captors that will ultimately lead them to freedom. A gripping nonfiction
thriller, The Confidence Men is the story of one of the only known con games played for a good
cause—and of a profound but unlikely friendship. Had it not been for “the Great War,” Jones,
the Oxford-educated son of a British lord, and Hill, a mechanic on an Australian sheep ranch,
would never have met. But in pain, loneliness, hunger, and isolation, they formed a powerful
emotional and intellectual alliance that saved both of their lives. Margalit Fox brings her “nose
for interesting facts, the ability to construct a taut narrative arc, and a Dickens-level gift for
concisely conveying personality” (Kathryn Schulz, New York) to this tale of psychological
strategy that is rife with cunning, danger, and moments of high farce that rival anything in
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Catch-22.
Lists and describes one hundred of the best rock compact discs, from the Rolling Stones'
"Exile on Main Street" to the Cure's "Mixed Up"
Now in its 9th edition, this guide just keeps getting better. The Rough Guide to Portugal
features exhaustive listings on all ranges of accommodation, from basic pensiones to luxury
hotels, and up-to-date facts on sightseeing, shopping, day trips, dining, and more. As always,
we also give you the inside scoop on secluded beaches, fado joints, and port-tasting sessions
on the banks of the Porto.
Provides a complete historic overview of the sounds of the entire English-speaking Caribbean
region, bringing together informative essays on the development of a range of music styles and
the industry's top performers. Original.
Reggae Soundsystem is a new deluxe 200 page hard-back 12x12 book featuring hundreds of
stunning full size record cover designs that span the history of reggae music. The book is
compiled by the celebrated author and reggae expert Steve Barrow (Rough Guide to Reggae/
Blood and Fire Records) and Stuart Baker (Soul Jazz Records). Beginning in the 1950s,
Jamaican music developed into one of the most important and influential music industries in
the world. From its early Mento (Jamaican Calypso) beginnings through to the invention of
Ska, Rocksteady, Roots, Dub and Dancehall, Jamaican music is also one of the richest and
innovative veins in popular music. This stunning hardback deluxe book is a timely look at the
endless visually creativity of reggae record cover designs, iconic, classic, rare and unique
artwork spanning sixty years of Jamaican sounds. The book includes a fascinating introductory
essay on the history of reggae by Steve Barrow and the book is edited by Stuart Baker
(founder of Soul Jazz Records and editor of the book Dancehall, and cover art books on Bossa
Nova, Freedom, Rhythm & Sound and Studio One Records).
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